Service composition is an aggregate of services often leveraged to automate the enterprise business processes. While Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been a forefront of service composition, services can be realized as efficient distributed and parallel constructs such as MapReduce, which are not typically exploited in service composition. With the advent of Software-Defined Networking (SDN), global view and control of the entire network is made available to the networking controller, which can further be leveraged in the application level. This paper presents FIRM , an approach for Software-Defined Service Composition by leveraging SDN and MapReduce. FIRM comprises Find, Invoke, Return, and Manage, as the core procedures in achieving a QoS-Aware Service Composition.
I. Introduction
Service composition [1] allows complex web services to be designed by composing simpler web services, and aggregating them to offer a complex execution of a business process or an enterprise requirement. As service composition involves execution of interdependent web services, multiple services can be composed such that they can be alternatives in offering the same service composition. SDN separates the control plane that controls the network from the data plane that consists of the switches that actually forward the network traffic [2] . Software-Defined Cloud Networking (SDCN) enables effective configuration of cloud deployments, extending the SDN paradigm to cloud-scale, with multiple heterogeneous physical entities and logical components, such as data centers, storage, and middleboxes [3] . Context-aware service composition has been proposed by leveraging SDN for the deployment of service composition [4] .
MapReduce [5] is a programming model that can be executed in a parallel and distributed manner. While web services engines such as Apache Axis2 [6] and Apache CXF [7] are traditionally used for creating and hosting web services, MapReduce frameworks such as Apache Hadoop [8] can provide an effective distributed and scalable alternative for web services in service compositions, by realizing and offering the service implementations as MapReduce applications.
FIRM is an approach for large-scale QoS-aware service composition, leveraging SDN and approaches and paradigms such as MapReduce and dynamic programming. It proposes four procedures, named Find, Invoke, Return, and Manage for an application-aware service composition. Find procedure finds the appropriate service installations as the core services in the composition. Invoke invokes the chosen service deployments in an efficient and distributed environment. Return returns the results of the service compositions back to the user. Manage manages and orchestrates the service composition through a web service registry as well as the SDN controller.
In the upcoming sections, we will further analyze the proposed FIRM approach. Section II will address background information and related work on SDN and service composition. Section III discusses the FIRM approach for Software-Defined Service Composition and the design of the solution architecture implementing FIRM . Preliminary evaluations on FIRM are discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper with the current state of the research and future work.
II. Background and Related Work
As the scale and complexity of the networks and systems is growing larger and larger with time, programmability of clouds and networked systems is researched intensively [9] . SDN facilitates effective management of large networked systems of cloud scale, increasing the reusability of the architecture and configurations, by providing a logically centralized control plane separated from the data plane that forwards the data [10] . SDN controller manages the routing and forwarding rules, and updates the data plane which actually carries out the forwarding rules decided by the control plane [11] . Data plane consisting of multiple instances can be centrally managed [12] . OpenFlow [13] protocol is considered a driving force behind SDN. OpenFlow enabled switches can compose a software-defined network, along with one of the OpenFlow SDN controller implementations. Controllers execute, orchestrate, and manage the SDN algorithms and architectures in a physical network consisting of switches and hosts, or a network emulated by a network emulator such as Mininet [14] .
Among many industrial and research SDN controllers, OpenDaylight [15] assumes a prominent place, as founded In research, OpenDaylight has been proposed for global-scale very large deployments. CHIEF [16] leverages an orchestrated deployment of OpenDaylight for community network clouds. Further, OpenDaylight model-driven service abstraction layer (MD-SAL) can be leveraged to store contextual information, for decision making in application level [17] .
The demand for offering more configurability to service composition has been on the rise. The Next Generation Service Overlay Network (NGSON) is a specification offering context-aware service compositions [18] , leveraging SDN and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) [19] for the orchestration of services management and composition. The standardization effort of NGSON has been the motivation for many related works, focusing on efficient resource utilization and achieving pervasive services [20] . However, the existing implementations so far have not exploited the programmable networks offered by SDN effectively, to offer a Software-Defined Service Composition.
III. Solution Architecture
FIRM is an architecture and framework for Software-Defined Service Composition. The architecture is separated from the deployment, offering a loose coupling between the logic and implementation.
A. FIRM Approach FIRM defines service compositions loosely, as a compound of multiple execution of services, which can be traditional web services or individual execution of parallel execution frameworks such as Hadoop or Spark [21] . Hence, throughput or efficiency of large batch jobs can be improved by decomposing them as smaller interdependent services or jobs, that can execute independently, and later be composed to provide the final result. FIRM effectively delegates the service registry and management functionalities to the SDN controller extensions, foreseeing a customizable and adaptive web service composition.
FIRM defines Find, Invoke, Return, and Manage as the core procedures, as shown by Figure 1 . The web service engine hosts the web services. Web service registry functions as a registry that stores the descriptions of web service deployments including the web service end points. Web service engines often dynamically store information such as the requests on the fly, requests completed, requests failed, for each of the services. Web service registry is connected to the web service engine to dynamically update the registry based on the changes in the service deployment and health status.
Upon receiving the service composition requests from the client, Find procedure identifies the services to be invoked by analyzing the alternative service end points from the web service registry. Invoke procedure consists of invoking each of the services identified for the service composition. Invoke procedure is distributed and executed in parallel at service granularity. Return procedure composes and returns the final output of the service composition request. Find procedure interacts mostly with the service registry, where Invoke and Return procedures interact with the web service engine. SDN controller, along with its FIRM service composition extensions, leverages the network topology and flow table information readily available to it, and also exploits the health information from web service engine. Manage procedure checks the health and congestion of the service deployments and reorganizes the services registry and controller extensions by prioritizing the service implementations dynamically. Hence FIRM offers a preferential list based on QoS parameters at network level as well as services or application level.
B. FIRM Procedures
The overall execution of FIRM is defined by Algorithm 1 that calls the 4 major FIRM procedures. repeat 4: for (sc in serviceCompositions) do 5: endPoints ← F ind(sc) 6: for (ep in endP oints) do 7: Invoke(ep) 8: end for 9: Return(sc) 10: end for 11: until (aborted) 12: end procedure Manage procedure is invoked at the beginning of the execution at once, as shown by line 2, which is executed as an independent thread. Find, Invoke, and Return procedures are executed from the instance as a loop in the order, until FIRM is aborted.
Algorithm 1 Execute
Service composition requests are processed in parallel by the framework, for each of the service composition as indicated in the lines 4 -11. Each service composition is given as an input, which is further decomposed by the Find procedure to get the series of actual service end points, as in line 5. For each service end point that has been identified (line 6), Invoke procedure is invoked (line 7). Hence, Invoke procedure is invoked in parallel for multiple service end points. Finally, Return procedure consolidates the outputs of the service invocations and returns the final outcome of the service composition (line 9).
Manage procedure is invoked once to initialize the system during the start up of FIRM , and waits to be triggered for updates after initialization execution in the beginning. This enables a learning behavior, as reportedly congested service end points and longer execution paths are avoided or 'blacklisted' temporarily, as they are encountered and reported.
1) Manage: M anage procedure is executed in parallel, independent of the service composition workflows which majorly consist of Find, Invoke, and Return procedure calls. M anage consists of the initiating and maintenance flows interacting between the controller and service elements. Algorithm 2 depicts the Manage procedure. initController() 3: initRegistry() 4: for (serviceEngine in serviceEngines) do 5: init(serviceEngine) 6: updateRegistry(serviceEngine) 7: end for 8: execP romoterT hread(f requency) 9: repeat 10: if (triggerU pdate(sc, serviceP roperties)) then 11: for (service in serviceP roperties) do 12: updateF lowT able( service, serviceP roperties) 13: end for 14: else 15: sleep(f requency) 16: end if 17: until (aborted) 18: end procedure At the beginning of the Manage procedure, the SDN controller is initialized with the network. initController() in line 2 initializes the controller and the extensions, with the flow table entries in the controller. initRegistry invoked in line 3 initializes the web services registry with the information of the web service engines to be configured with FIRM .
Algorithm 2 Managing the FIRM Framework
Each of the web service engine defined in the web service registry is initialized with the services deployed in them as shown by line 5. Initially the registry does not have any services information. As the web service engines are initialized, the registry is updated with the service information for each of the web service engines, by updateRegistry() in line 6.
Manage procedure executes from a master instance, which is configured with the controller as an extension.
Client threads from the service instances update the web services registry by invoking the master, when the preference order of the end point changes for the next invocation of web service composition. Manage procedure waits for the updates to be triggered while idling otherwise.
Once the controller, registry, and the web service engines are initialized, M anage procedure waits to be triggered for updates. An update is triggered when the service engine notices a delay in completing the web service invocation or when there are an increasing number of web service requests on the fly for a certain web service engine deployment. A reference to the triggering or offending service composition (sc), as well as the exact service properties (serviceProperties) consisting of the service, sorted list of preferred installation end points, and description are received along with the triggerUpdate method, as shown by line 10.
For each service that is included in the serviceProperties as the offending services, the SDN flow table is updated to reorder the preferred node to be used among the identical service deployments. updateFlowTable() invoked in line 12 updates the flow tables in the switches accordingly to route to the specific deployment of the web service implementation among the identical implementations.
Periodically Promoting the Demoted Deployments:
As updateFlowTable() usually operates in demoting the service hosts from the routing tables, the services that are removed from the list must be added back periodically as they may have recovered from the overload, congestion, or the adverse status observed previously. execPromoterThread() invoked in line 8 ensures that the service deployments that have been demoted are periodically promoted back to serve the service invocations. This thread functions as a shuffling operation to ensure that no service is underused. Algorithm 3 presents the promoter thread which executes independently in a timely manner to promote the 'blacklisted' service deployments back to serve the web service requests. While this can be done by analyzing the health statistics of completed web service requests previously on the fly after 'blacklisting' the service deployment, in simplistic approach it is often just decided based on a random event such as flipping a coin at random intervals, as shown by line 5 by invoking flipACoin() which returns a boolean value in a fair random manner. A frequency value is given as an input to the method to indicate how frequently the flipACoin() should be invoked.
To avoid invoking the promote() too frequently, the promote flag is initialized to false (line 3), and the method sleeps for a given time for each iteration. At the specified frequency, the promote flag is reset by flipping a coin (line 5). If promote.flag value is set to true by the random event flipping coin, a random service deployment that was previously disabled is set to receive further web service requests in the future, till it is blacklisted again due to congestion or overload. The service to promoted is chosen by reading the list of black listed deployments at a random line. As each line represents a service, the service that is randomly chosen is promoted back to receive the repeat 3: promote.f lag ← false 4: sleep(f requency) 5: promote.f lag ← f lipACoin(f requency) 6: if (promote.f lag) then 7: promote.serviceID ← readRandomLine( listOf BlacklistedDeployments) 8: promote(promote.serviceID) 9: end if 10: until (noSerivcesT oP romote) 11 : end procedure web service invocations, as shown by line 8. As with the invocation frequency of promote(), choosing the service to be promoted can also be executed adhering to more intuitive algorithms than finding a random service.
2) Find: F ind is the first procedure in the FIRM workflow, which finds the relevant service deployments to invoke for the service composition. F ind is depicted by Algorithm 4. sc.serviceM ap < services, properties > ← parse(sc) 3: for (service in serviceM ap.getKeys()) do 4: endP oints ← getAvailableImpls(service) 5: ep.properties ← properties.get(service.getID()) 6: ep.service ← getEndP oint(ep.properties) 7: sortedEndP oints.add(ep) 8: end for 9: Return (sortedEndP oints) 10: end procedure Each service composition sc is parsed into a map of services and properties, as in line 2. For each of the services in the service properties map, the list of implementations is derived from the registry (line 4). Service properties are retrieved from the service, as shown by line 5, retrieving information crucial for finding the service deployment bestfit for the composition.
Algorithm 4 Find Services
One of the service deployment end points, among the multiple potential service deployments is chosen, using the properties of the service as the parameter for the method getEndPoint() as in line 6. The end point is often a symbolic reference to the list of deployments of the same implementation. The exact deployment end point URI is chosen by the SDN extension, from the routing table as maintained by Manage procedure. Upon delegated to the network level, finding the exact host to invoke the service deployment is orthogonal to the Find procedure, as handled effectively by the controller.
The service end point as well as its properties are added to the sortedEndPoints variable, as shown in line 7. The service properties include service composition operators, which define how the service is related to the other services in the composition, whether the service execution can be distributed, should it block the subsequent service calls to the next service invocation, or can it be executed in parallel. Finally the list of sortedEndPoints is returned for the input of sc.
Minimizing Communication Overheads:
While the service deployment can be chosen following a naïve approach such as choosing the first in the list of available service end points, FIRM enables finding the service deployments that are in close proximity to each other, for each invocation of service composition. This minimizes the overhead caused by the inter-rack communication across the service deployments of the service composition, exploiting the network topology readily available to the controller.
3) Invoke:
Invoke is the second procedure in the FIRM workflow, which invokes one deployment for each of the service in the service composition. A service implementation is chosen by the Find procedure, and the controller is responsible for picking one of the exact service deployment end points for the execution. Manage procedure will be invoked if the status of a service deployment changes due to the service invocations. Invoke procedure is depicted by Algorithm 5. for (ep in ep.properties.dependsOn()) do 3: repeat 4: sleep() 5: until (ep'.out = ∅) 6: ep.params.add(ep .out) 7: end for 8: ep.out ← call(ep) 9: end procedure Dynamic programming has been leveraged to effectively reuse the previously computed service execution results in the latter service executions or service compositions that depend on the previous. The service invocations that the current service depends on, are included into the service properties, such that they can be retrieved for the execution of the current service. The service invocation waits till the previous service executions that are the dependencies for the current execution are completed.
Algorithm 5 Invoke Services
Once the previous service execution results are available, they are added to the current service invocation parameters, as in line 6. Finally the current service call is initialized, and the result is stored as shown by line 8, for the future service executions that depend on the current.
4) Return:
Return procedure consolidates and returns the final result of the service composition execution back to the user. The web service engine updates its status on completed and pending web service requests. 
C. Implementation
A prototype of FIRM was implemented to examine the feasibility of the proposed architecture with heterogeneous web service engines, Apache Hadoop 2.7.1, and OpenDaylight Beryllium SDN controller. Apache Axis2 1.6.3 and Apache CXF 3.1.3 were used as the web service engines in the prototype developments. Service Registry was custom developed in order to accommodate descriptions of services deployed in heterogeneous web service engines, including the use of MapReduce frameworks such as Hadoop in the service composition workflow, replacing a traditional web service engine.
FIRM prototype was implemented incrementally, first offering adaptive service composition with affinity while being network agnostic. With affinity, service requests are aware of the initial service instance that served them, and hence the subsequent requests are routed to the same instance, maintaining the state. This minimizes the frequent state transfers across multiple instances. Finally, leveraging SDN, congestion control was implemented. Hence FIRM offers congestion-aware software-defined service composition, while still offering the affinity guarantees.
IV. Evaluation
FIRM was evaluated for its performance and scalability in a combination of real and emulated service composition networks. Due to the limited accessibility to a 1024 host large scale multi-rack data center network, emulated networks were developed with FIRM , Mininet, and OpenDaylight, with web service frameworks and Hadoop. Performance of FIRM and Software-Defined Service Composition approach was benchmarked against the regular service compositions, for a complex service composition of weather prediction.
A. Performance and Scalability
Three major application scenarios were evaluated for the execution of multiple service composition requests: (i) Base service composition as offered by the web service engines and MapReduce frameworks; (ii) Service invocation with flow affinity improvements as proposed by FIRM , while not leveraging SDN and being completely agnostic to the network; (iii) With both affinity and congestion control offered by FIRM , leveraging SDN. As FIRM development and deployment followed an incremental approach, (ii) offered an intermediate state without deployment on SDN, while (iii) offered a complete implementation of FIRM and deployment on SDN. Approach (ii) finds the service deployments entirely at the service level using the service status information available to the web service engines. Figure 2 depicts the time taken for all these three scenarios. Base approach took up to 1000 seconds to complete the service compositions. The solution scaled well, efficiently across the large cluster of 1024 nodes. However, there was a considerable data transfer across the nodes and racks even for a single service composition, which increased the bandwidth consumption.
In the approach (ii), the network was observed to be adaptively scaling based on the service composition requests. However, since the network statistics and load was not monitored or considered, when the load of the web service requests went beyond a certain value, a few of the services faced overload and congestion. As a result, though the system scaled for reasonably large service compositions, it started to take much more time when the requests reached 9,000.
In the final congestion-aware deployment of FIRM , the nodes that were already serving larger number of services were avoided dynamically. While this initially seemed to consume more time than the second approach using the statistics available for the web service engine, this approach scaled uniformly even for much larger systems. Figure 3 depicts the deviation in completion time across multiple service composition executions, in order to find the imbalance in service distribution. The base approach handles the load balancing reasonably well, as Hadoop and web service engines are already optimized to distribute service requests across multiple instances. When attempting to distribute the load across multiple instances respecting flow affinity without leveraging SDN, there was a considerable overload in a few services.
B. Load Balancing and Congestion Awareness
By leveraging SDN to dynamically route the traffic to the instances that are under-loaded, FIRM offers congestion awareness and balances the load even for higher concurrency levels effectively. Table I compares the existing network agnostic approaches in service composition with SDN-based FIRM approach. While the related service composition frameworks offer a high scalability and performance, FIRM offers an even higher scalability and performance by leveraging SDN. Service executions should be executed with less communication overheads by avoiding frequent transfer of data and state across multiple servers, to minimize the bandwidth consumption. Both a network-agnostic and FIRM approaches produce low bandwidth overhead by offering flow affinity. While not compromising flow affinity, FIRM offers a more distributed approach to service composition with congestion awareness, which is lacking in the network agnostic service composition approaches.
V. Conclusion and Future Work
FIRM proposes Software-Defined Service Composition by leveraging SDN for a QoS-aware service composition. Axis2 and CXF web service engines and Hadoop MapReduce framework are used for constructing the services for the compositions. Evaluation on the prototype implementation indicated that by utilizing the status information of the network available from SDN, service composition frameworks can be made scalable and efficient.
FIRM has been designed loosely coupled to specific technology, and avoids depending on web services as it can be implemented for any execution that can be made into a series of executions. As a future work, FIRM should be implemented for more distributed execution frameworks such as Dryad [22] and Apache Spark [21] and evaluated for more service composition use case scenarios in realworld physical deployment environments.
